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2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 Beyond 
2022 ?

The Energy Transition 
AN ACCELERATION…

Source: BNP Paribas Asset Management, November 2021

Decommissioning pre-funding regulations

Financial sector

COP 21

Society and politics

Australia (Queensland)South-Africa Chile Biden’s infrastructure plan

Canada Engie downgraded by Fitch because of 
nuclear decommissioning

Australia (Western) Angola Moody’s integrates ESG factors in 
its credit rating methodology

The Netherlands & Argentina 
considering pre-funding laws

Tesla most valuable 
car company

Shell loses 
court case

Germany out of 
nuclear power

Belgium and Sweden 
out of nuclear power

Exxon and Chevron lose 
General Assembly votes

Ultra-low emission 
zoning in London

Banks publish their ESG strategies 

Norwegian Sovereign Wealth Fund – list of 151 exclusions 
and 21 companies under observations

Consortium of asset managers and banks to buy 
Asian coal power plants to close them

Major lending bank withdraws from 
traditional energy sector

89% of institutional investors  
integrate ESG factors
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Corporate stakeholders

3

Source: BNP Paribas Asset Management, April 2022

Corporate 
strategy and 

positioning of 
O&G companies

New 
competitors 
(providing 

alternative / 
sustainable 
energies) Activists, hedge 

funds and other 
tactical 

investors

Rating agencies

Civil society’s 
changing habits

Change in M&A 
strategies

Some banks 
and lenders

Government / 
Regulators

Strategic 
institutional 

investors and 
asset managers
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Alternative approaches to managing decommissioning liabilities

Source BNP Paribas AM, Bloomberg, April 2022For illustrative purpose only.
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Managing 
decommissioning liabilities

Option 1: “Pay-as-you-go”

Option 2: Transfer of liability through 
divestment 

Option 4: Transfer the risk

Option 3: Prefund a decommissioning   
reserve
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Option 1: “Pay-as-you-go”

Comment Overall assessment

What it is Decommissioning costs are paid out of 
operating cash flow when they come due 

Risk level Known but relatively high as this approach is 
exposed to essentially oil & gas prices 

Impact on O&G company’s financial standing Dilutes earnings and drain operating cash flow 
over the long term 

Impact on corporate strategy Reduces corporate activity and does not 
mitigate the risk of shortfall 

Impact on credit rating
Manageable by potentially disastrous if credit 
rating agencies decide to treat decommissioning 
liabilities differently



Impact on ESG profile No ESG offset offered by traditional solutions 
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Option 1: Oil price performance vs. capital market performance

Source: BNP Paribas Asset Management, May 2022
Past performance is not an indication of future performance. TR: Total Return

Oil price vs. S&P 500 and US Treasuries since 1989 (100 = Dec-1989)

1999 to 2020: Mixed results

2009 to 2020: Equity market outperformance

1989 to 2020: Capital market outperformance
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Option 2: Transfer the decommissioning liability through divestment

Comment Overall assessment

What it is Transferring the decommissioning liability by 
selling operational assets 

Risk level Known and relatively low unless buyers do not 
implement decommissioning properly 

Impact on O&G company’s financial standing Potentially positive in the long term 

Impact on corporate strategy

Problematic as buyers are resistant to managing 
decommissioning programmes
Risk of orphan liabilities if decommissioning is 
retained



Impact on credit rating
Positive impact if decommissioning liabilities are
transferred, otherwise potentially negative 
impact

 / 

Impact on ESG profile Positive impact on ESG rating (even if 
decommissioning is retained) 
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Option 3: Prefund a decommissioning reserve (see next section for more details)

Comment Overall assessment

What it is Creates a financial reserve to meet 
decommissioning costs when they come due 

Risk level Known and relatively low if the reserve is 
properly managed 

Impact on O&G company’s financial standing
Initial contribution reduces available cash but 
potentially very positive in the long term if the 
reserve is well managed



Impact on corporate strategy Opens up more possible corporate activity 
routes and reduces the risk of shortfall 

Impact on credit rating Positive impact (especially with S&P and Fitch) 

Impact on ESG profile Positive impact on ESG rating if the reserve is 
invested in ESG financial assets 
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Option 4: Transfer the decommissioning risk to an insurance company

Comment Overall assessment

What it is Financial decommissioning is insured in the 
same manner as a pension buyout 

Risk level Transfer can be scaled to meet risk budget / 
appetite of the operator 

Impact on O&G company’s financial standing Premium payment can be expensive but only
one-off hit to the earnings 

Impact on corporate strategy Opens up more possible corporate activity 
routes and reduces the risk of shortfall 

Impact on credit rating Positive impact (especially with S&P and Fitch 
and based on pension buyout experience) 

Impact on ESG profile Positive impact on ESG rating as it removes 
brown assets 



Decommissioning Pre-funding Solutions
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General principles for decommissioning pre-funding solutions 

O&G Companies may 
establish reserve Funds 
to meet 
decommissioning 
liabilities. These can 
have a number of 
benefits (including in 
the context of M&A 
transactions when the 
liabilities are retained by 
the seller).

Ring-fenced to immunize 
O&G Company’s balance 
sheet

Invested in green assets, with 
an aim to meet the 
decommissioning costs

In the case of divestment, a 
Seller’s can its 
decommissioning approach 
into its energy transition and 
sustainability strategies

■ Dedicating the Decommissioning Fund to meet the actual Asset Retirement Obligations (incl. 
inflation) and oil price-indexed components

■ Taking into account tax credits to Oil & Gas companies (where available)
■ Positive credit rating implications 
■ Selecting an appropriate vehicle from governance and risk management perspective
■ Avoiding material taxation implications

■ Avoiding investment volatility risks
■ Taking into account the currency of the various cost components
■ Selecting appropriate cash flow matching and return-seeking asset classes
■ Optimizing the funding strategy vis-a-vis the overall risk / return profile of the financial assets
■ Potential to reduce overall cost of decommissioning

■ Addressing the Seller’s carbon emissions objectives
■ Investing in green / sustainable assets and technologies 
■ Potentially enhancing the Seller’s ESG rating
■ Maintaining a strict control on the selected Decommissioning Fund vehicle
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Investment roadmap – Focus on green / sustainable asset classes

No assurance can be given that any forecast, target or opinion will materialize

Establishing a strong 
investment process 
based on a known 
decommissioning cash 
flow, stable asset classes 
and multiple levels of 
contributions enables 
BNP Paribas Asset 
Management to structure 
an investment portfolio 
that addresses exactly 
the O&G Company’s 
investment and funding 
objectives and 
preferences

First step
Decommissioning cost 

cash flow
Second step
Contribution

Third step
Low risk assets

Fourth step
Growth assets

Analysing the type of 
decommissioning costs, the 

indexation, the currency 
exposure and the cash flow 

profile

Considering the implications of 
a pure cash investment and 
potential additional financial 

asset transfer

Analysing the impact of 
allocations to cash flow 

matching investments (such as 
private debt) as low risk assets

Analysing the impact of 
allocations to growth assets to 

low risk portfolios

Our investment universe is mostly composed of sustainable senior private debt and semi-liquid fixed income investments and other safe 
green investments. To minimize the upfront amount put as reserve in the Decommissioning Fund, we also include some liquid return-
seeking assets (SRI global equities) even if this means taking some volatility risk – see below our return and volatility assumptions
We would normally approach the reserve portfolio as purely cash-flow driven: the various investments must deliver the exact required 
annual cash flows (taking into account the tax refund). Volatility and default risk must be minimised to reduce the probability of shortfall

Investment universe

Source: BNP Paribas Asset Management, May 2022
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North Sea Field – Illustrative asset allocations and resulting savings versus cash

In practice, we tested 
four asset allocations 
with varying exposures 
to cash, gilts 
(government bonds), 
infrastructure and 
commercial real estate 
debt, AAA ABS and liquid 
equities

0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

CASH INFRA DEBT REAL ESTATE DEBT ABS AAA EQUITY GLOBAL

Allocation scenarios

No assurance can be given that any forecast, target or opinion will materialize

Expected returns (USD)

Expected volatility

Return-to-risk ratio

Total contribution 
(additional/ongoing)

Potential avg. savings versus cash 
(taking into account final balance)

All the financial assets are 100% 
invested in cash is our benchmark 
(it is equivalent to doing nothing 

and keeping the cash on balance 
sheet)

Minimum risk portfolio with an 
allocation to cash, senior debt and 
ABS AAA. It generates a very low 
expected return and low expected 

volatility

Exposure to riskier / growth assets 
(global equities) but benefits from 

diversification between asset 
classes and a higher expected 

return

Removing the allocation to cash 
and increases the exposure to 

global equities

Asset allocation 1 Asset allocation 2 Asset allocation 3 Asset allocation 4

[0.72]% [2.91]% [3.41]% [4.02]%

[1.44]% [2.52]% [3.60]% [4.97]%

[0.50] [1.16] [0.95] [0.81]

$[759]m $[612]m $[612]m $[525]m

- Up to [35]% Up to [43]% Up to [43]%

Source: BNP Paribas Asset Management, May 2022



Additional information and disclaimer
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Examples of BNP Paribas’ decommissioning fund mandates

Note: This is for illustrative purposes only and should not be used as a basis for making any specific investment, business or commercial decisions

Decommissioning fund 
mandates include single 
asset class strategies as 
well as full portfolio 
management

Decommissioning 
Fund 

mandates

 BNPP AM has supported another French nuclear operator 
since the early 2000s via €2bn+ in various asset portfolios

 BNPP AM manages multiple sleeves of decommissioning 
fund: sovereign debt, private credit, corporate credit and 
distressed debt

 Asset management mandate with Korean Nuclear 
Decommissioning Fund

 BNPP AM selected to offer asset management and 
fudiciary services

 Mandate to cover decommissioning costs of a Dutch waste 
management company over the next 30 years

 BNPP AM offers a diversified growth portfolio solution with 
dynamic de-risking

 Portfolio: 100% Liquid assets

 Fiduciary management mandate since 2016 for a Dutch 
nuclear operator

 The mandate incorporates a flightpath based on hedging 
interest rates as they increase. Portfolio is comprised of short 
duration bonds and global equities

 Mandate to cover decommissioning costs of an international 
O&G company over the next 25 years

 BNPP AM offers a cash flow matching solution covering 
inflation, maturity and currency risk and capital growth

 Portfolio : 30% / 70% Liquid / Illiquid assets

 BNPP AM has supported a French nuclear operator since the 
early 2000s via €1bn in various asset portfolios including 
public debt

 BNP Paribas is lead advisor on a bond issuance and buy-back 
programme

Oil & gas decommissioning 
(2022)

 Cash management mandate for a Dutch oil & gas 
decommissioning entity

 The mandate incorporates direct collaboration with 
Treasury and cash flow management to meet, among other 
things, decommissioning costs

Nuclear decommissioning fund 
(2016)

Nuclear decommissioning fund 
(2018)

Oil & gas decommissioning fund 
(2020)

Waste management decommissioning fund 
(2021)

Nuclear decommissioning fund

Nuclear decommissioning fund
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At the conference
Julien Halfon
Head of Pensions and Corporate Solutions
BNP Paribas Asset Management

Julien Halfon is Head of Pension and Corporate Solutions at BNP Paribas Asset Management. Based in London, Julien Halfon is responsible for constructing customised solutions for pension funds, 
endowment and corporate clients, including balance sheet management, multi-asset portfolios and decommissioning reserve funds.
Julien Halfon has extensive financial industry experience, gained within asset management, investment banking and consulting. Previous roles include Senior Consultant in the Structured Solutions 
Group at Mercer, Head of UK & European Coverage at P-Solve, Head of European Solutions at Lazard, Senior Consultant at Hewitt, Bacon & Woodrow and Senior Associate within European Pensions 
& Insurance Strategy at Goldman Sachs. He began his career as an economist at the French Finance Ministry, before working for the European Commission. 

Julien Halfon holds a Masters in Banking, Finance & Insurance and a Masters in International Economics & Finance from Paris Dauphine University, an MBA from Wharton School at the University of 
Pennsylvania and an MA from the School of Advanced International Studies at Johns Hopkins University.

James Sheen
Consultant Relations Manager
BNP Paribas Asset Management

James Sheen is a Consultant Relations Manager within the Global Consultant Relations Group at BNP Paribas Asset Management. Based in London and working alongside the Multi Asset Quantitative 
and Solutions team, James is responsible for conducting fundamental quantitative analysis and financial modelling on the global scale of decommissioning within the Oil & Gas, Nuclear and Mining 
sectors. James is responsible for white paper writing, building customised client decommissioning profiles, financial and peer analysis of decommissioning liabilities. 

James holds a First Class honours Bsc in Business & Management from Oxford Brookes University and holds the Investment Management Certificate, CFA UK. 
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Disclaimer
“BNP PARIBAS ASSET MANAGEMENT UK Limited, “the investment company”, is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England No: 02474627, registered office: 5 Aldermanbury Square, London, England,
EC2V 7BP, United Kingdom.
This document is issued in response to a request for information. This document is provided for information purposes on a private and confidential basis to discuss an existing or potential advisory relationship, and may not be reproduced or
redistributed, in any form and by any means, without the management company’s prior written consent. It is intended for the sole use of the addressee and should not be disclosed to any other potential investor. The addressee is invited to
meet with the management company to discuss any of the information provided herein or otherwise, including all terms that may apply to the relationship. This document is only intended for qualified investors. This material is issued and has
been prepared by the investment management company. This material is produced for information purposes only and does not constitute: 1. an offer to buy nor a solicitation to sell, nor shall it form the basis of or be relied upon in connection
with any contract or commitment whatsoever or 2. investment advice.
This material is produced for information purposes only and does not constitute:
an offer to buy nor a solicitation to sell, nor shall it form the basis of or be relied upon in connection with any contract or commitment whatsoever or investment advice.
This material makes reference to certain financial instruments authorised and regulated in their jurisdiction(s) of incorporation.
This is for illustrative purposes only and could be subject to change and should not be used as a basis for making any specific investment, business or commercial decisions. No guarantee can be given that the strategy will materialise as
presented herein,
No action has been taken which would permit the public offering of the financial instrument(s) in any other jurisdiction, except as indicated in the most recent prospectus and the Key Investor Information Document (KIID) of the relevant
financial instrument(s) where such action would be required, in particular, in the United States, to US persons (as such term is defined in Regulation S of the United States Securities Act of 1933). Prior to any subscription in a country in which
such financial instrument(s) is/are registered, investors should verify any legal constraints or restrictions there may be in connection with the subscription, purchase, possession or sale of the financial instrument(s).
Investors considering subscribing to the financial instrument(s) should read carefully the most recent prospectus and Key Investor Information Document (KIID) and consult the financial instrument(s’) most recent financial reports. These
documents are available on the website.
Opinions included in this material constitute the judgement of the investment company at the time specified and may be subject to change without notice. The investment company is not obliged to update or alter the information or opinions
contained within this material. Investors should consult their own legal and tax advisors in respect of legal, accounting, domicile and tax advice prior to investing in the financial instrument(s) in order to make an independent determination of
the suitability and consequences of an investment therein, if permitted. Please note that different types of investments, if contained within this material, involve varying degrees of risk and there can be no assurance that any specific
investment may either be suitable, appropriate or profitable for an investor’s investment portfolio.
Given the economic and market risks, there can be no assurance that the financial instrument(s) will achieve its/their investment objectives. Returns may be affected by, amongst other things, investment strategies or objectives of the financial
instrument(s) and material market and economic conditions, including interest rates, market terms and general market conditions. The different strategies applied to financial instruments may have a significant effect on the results presented
in this material. Past performance is not a guide to future performance and the value of the investments in financial instrument(s) may go down as well as up. Investors may not get back the amount they originally invested.
Gross of fees performance included in this material do not reflect the deduction of commission, fees and other expenses incurred. Returns will be reduced after the deduction of such fees.
This document is directed only at person(s) who have professional experience in matters relating to investments (“relevant persons”). Any investment or investment activity to which this document relates is available only to and will be
engaged in only with Professional Clients as defined in the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority. Any person who is not a relevant person should not act or rely on this document or any of its contents.
All information referred to in the present document is available on www.bnpparibas-am.com.

As at May 2022 unless stated otherwise.

http://www.bnpparibas-am.com/


BNP PARIBAS ASSET MANAGEMENT
BNPPARIBAS-AM.COM

https://www.twitter.com/BNPPAM_Com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/bnp-paribas-asset-management
http://youtube.com/c/BNPPAM
http://www.bnpparibas-am.com/
http://investors-corner.bnpparibas-am.com/
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